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My Keys:
My main goal was to make an affordable decent lightweight key. I am not trying to take the place of
your keepsake name_brand key. Want to provide you something that works decently and will be able to
give clean code copy.
I am always experimenting, so all are subject to change. I appreciate input from all users.
A review of the K0MBT mini-mini key.
Take a look….

Basic Minikey

The Mini is my most basic key and is the most popular to date. It has screw terminals to
attach your key wiring. It is $15 including shipping and handling in the USA.
===================================================

Mini-Mini straight key
The Mini-Mini is has a wire strain relief in addition. It is about half the size of the Mini but has a very
similar action. It is $20 including S+H USA

======================================

Here is a peek at my newest prototype.

As I have made side to side keys I realized that there had to be an alternative way to
hold it down. These keys are printed on a sheet of glass giving a very smooth surface.
I thought that I could use the weight of the hand to hold the key to a flat surface. It
seems to work pretty good. I am still working on it but it is pretty close to being
released.

Single paddle Key and 2 paddle Key

These keys can be wired with an electronic keyer or as a Cootie or Sideswiper style. The Single paddle
is $25 including shipping and handling and the two paddle is $27. Please tell me how you want it
wired. I will wire it for an electronic keyer if you don’t have a preference.
Be sure to update this information sheet as I plan on offering new designs.
If you do order a key please let me know how you like it.
The best method of payment is PayPal. My paypal address is bexbalfour@gmail.com My personal
email is davesters@hotmail.com .
Please email me to see if I have the key you want in stock. Usually build time is one or two days if it
isn’t in stock.
Might make a nice gift to the Morse aspiring ham.
=======================================

μBITX Raduino reinforcement assembly

I decided to re-do the popular uBITX raduino bracket.
It is now a 3 part unit that can be used with or without the stock display.
Am offering these from my shack to yours for $15 including hardware and
shipping.
I have a couple more pieces in mind but will make this unit upgradable. It
should fit the V3, V4 and V5 boards.
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